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Abstract. Designing a feedback that helps participants to achieve higher performances is an important concern in
brain-computer interface (BCI) research. In a pilot study, we demonstrate how a congruent auditory feedback could
improve classification in a electroencephalography (EEG) motor imagery BCI. This is a promising result for creating
alternate feedback modality.
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1 Introduction
Designing a feedback that helps participants to achieve higher performances is an important concern in brain-computer
interface (BCI) research. Various congruent (task-related) visual feedback have been examined and showed promising
results, e.g. using body ownership illusions in VR [Alimardani et al., 2014]. The use of congruent sound in com-
bination with the visual modality demonstrated to increase performances in Motor Imagery (MI) BCI [Tidoni et al.,
2014]. However, evaluating solely auditory feedback is often neglected, even though it could be a valuable alternative
modality. We investigate the relevance of congruent versus non-congruent (abstract) auditory feedback in assisting the
user to imagine feet movement in an EEG-based MI BCI.
2 Material, Methods and Results
Users task was either to imagine moving their feet or to rest. The instructions consisted of 4-taps of sticks for MI
of feet, and a relaxing sound for the resting state (Figure 1 A). There were two conditions: "non-congruent", during
which the feedback provided was abstract and not related to any task (harmonic sounds with a different pitch) and
"congruent", during which the MI feedback reflected the sound of one’s footsteps on gravel, and the rest feedback a
relaxing sound of water. The choice of such sound for the congruent MI task was motivated by the fact that rhythmical
sounds relate to motor cortex [Bengtsson et al., 2009]. For the same reason, both tasks in the non-congruent condition
were as non-rhythmic as possible. Moreover, such congruent sounds were chosen to increase sense of ownership. The
influence of the feedback was evaluated within-subjects.
Non-congruent and congruent feedback were generated in real-time, the former with Max-MSP and the latter with
a dedicated synthesizer of environmental sounds [Verron et al., 2010].
Ten participants were recruited (2 women, mean age: 24.8, SD: 4.98, all BCI naives). They were seated in front
of a single speaker. 7 passive gold cup electrodes were placed over Cz, C1, C2, FCz, CPz, CP1 and CP2 in the
10-20 system and connected to an OpenBCI Cyton amplifier. Before the experiment participants heard an example
of each sound to get accustomed to the task. In order not to reveal the outcome of the experiment, the feedback was
simply introduced as “environmental sounds” or “musical sounds”. A run of calibration was followed by two runs
with one feedback and then two runs with the other (conditions’ order was counterbalanced across participants). A
run contained 30 trials of 13 seconds, 15 for each class (rest or MI) in random order. A session lasted ≈45m.
Using OpenViBE, signals were filtered in the alpha (8-13 Hz) and beta (13-30 Hz) bands, passed to a Filter
Bank Common Spatial Pattern filter and classified using linear discriminant analysis. We tested for significance using
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. There was no difference in online performance between the two feedback (Figure 1 B).
An offline analysis revealed a significant difference (p < 0.05) in classification accuracy when a classifier was trained
separately on the "congruent" and "non-congruent" runs (respectively 66.1%, SD: 7.45 and 63.9% SD: 7.8, 10-fold
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cross-validation, Figure 1 C). There were also changes in EEG spectral power, with more activation in the "congruent"
condition within the beta band during rest and within both alpha and beta bands during MI (Figure 1 D and 1 E).
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Figure 1: Comparison between congruent and non-congruent audio feedback during a motor imagery BCI (feet imagination vs
rest). A: Audio sequence for one trial. B: Peak performance of the online classifier. C: Accuracy of a classifier trained offline on
each conditon. D and E: spectral power analysis per elecrtode, during feet and rest trials respectively (significant differences are
highlighted, p < 0.05).
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3 Discussion
While the online performance remained unchanged with a congruent feedback, an offline classifier could benefit from
increased differences between rest and MI signals. Additionally, post-hoc interviews revealed that participants felt
assisted by a congruent feedback.
4 Significance
In a pilot study, we demonstrate how a congruent auditory feedback could improve classification in a EEG MI BCI, a
promising result for creating alternate feedback modality. This prompts for further investigations on a larger sample
and with more channels to better assess the underlying change in brain activity.
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